Elementum Incident Management:
Take Operational Agility to the Next Level
Chronic supply chain disruptions are a constant drain
on productivity and puts revenue at risk. Today, most
operations are overly dependent on tribal knowledge
and manual efforts to resolve these exceptions. Such
fire-fighting heroics are expensive, time consuming,
and exhausting for teams.

The number one benefit we’re getting out of

Current Supply Chain Firefighting

Firefighting with Elementum

Elementum is accountability-- it is very clear who
owns the next step in the resolution of customer
issues caused by over, short or damaged orders.
CARI TALBOT
Senior Director of Supply Chain at Ken’s Foods

• Emails and spreadsheets make it hard
for teams tot rack incidents and measure
performance

• Speed exception management and
resolution time by consolidating incidents
and collaboration

• Disparate data means problems can’t be
systematically identified for root cause
analysis & prevention

• Increase ability for management to focus
team priorities toward key business
outcomes

• Lack of a system of record for incidents
means expensive one-off mitigation efforts,
even for common exceptions

• Maximize service levels by analyzing
patterns and automating resolution of
common problems

Four Keys to Resolving Incidents 10x Faster

Leading supply chains get work done with Elementum Incident Management:
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KEY FEATURES

Impacted Supply
Chain Elements

Integrate master data on products
and locations to streamline
incident management

Collaboration
with Partners

Securely include suppliers, carriers,
and other partners in your
exception management process

Extensive
Configurability

Tailor incident types and assignment
groups to the unique processes
of your supply chain

ELEMENTUM INCIDENT MANAGEMENT EDITIONS

Elementum is the company behind the first supply chain automation platform for the $25T product economy. In an age where
customer expectations continue to grow exponentially, yet chronic disruptions abound, successful operations need to adapt
faster than ever. Elementum’s cloud-native platform centralizes incidents, provides clear accountability of tasks, enables crossecosystem execution, and gives supply chain professionals the power to manage and resolve day-to-day operational challenges
with confidence and unprecedented speed.
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